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Assignment for Class: 2
nd

                  Session: 2021-2022 

Assignment: IA2 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

FAMILIES 

 Difficult words: (Learn Spellings) 

i. groom  

ii. bride 

iii. kimono 

iv. Japan 

v. henna 

vi. necklace 

vii. wedding 

 

 Frame sentences: 

   Word         Sentences 

1 India I live in India. 

2 flower Rose is a flower. 

3 smell I like the smell of musk 

Q1: What is a family?    

Ans: Family is a group of people which consists of grandparents, parents, children, uncles, 

aunts and cousins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2: How many types of families do we have? 

Ans: There are two types of families. 

          a. Joint family or extended family. 

         b. Nuclear family. 

  

FAMILY 

GRAND 

PARENTS 

PARENTS 
UNCLES/ 

AUNTS 

CHILDREN COUSINS 
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 Answer the following questions in one word: 

Q1: In which country do they decorate the bride’s hand? 

Ans:  India  

 

Q2: What do the bride and groom wear in Japan? 

Ans: Kimono 

 

Q3: In Hawaii, what is the flower necklace called? 

Ans: Lei 

 Match the following: (Page no: 31) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GRAMMAR 
 SINGULAR /PLURAL: 

Most nouns change from singular to plural by adding –s e.g. 

 door-doors 

 pencil-pencils 

 tree-trees 

Nouns ending in (-x,-ch,-sh,-s,-ss,-o,-es) take an “-es” to form plurals e.g bench-benches, 

brush-brushes 

 

 EXERCISE: 

 Write the plurals of these words. 

 bush-bushes 

 fox-foxes 

 watch-watches 

 potato-potatoes 

 hero-heroes 

 echo-echoes 

 box-boxes 

 girl- girls 

 cake- cakes 

 teacher- teachers 

  

 Column A Column B 

1 Were there many people at my party?  No, there wasn’t Ice-cream.  (4) 

2 Was my grandfather at my party? Yes, they were.                       (3) 

3 Were my cousins at my party? No, you were cross!                (5) 

4 Was there any ice-cream at my party? Yes, he was.                            (2) 

5 Was I happy? There were seven people       (1) 
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 MASCULINE/FEMININE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Answer the following questions: 

Q1. What did the boy lose at the beach? 

Ans. The boy lost his teddy bear at the beach. 

 

Q2. Who thought that the Ling couldn’t climb the mountain? 

Ans. Ling’s mother thought that she couldn’t climb the mountain. 

 

Q3. Who thought that Ling could? 

Ans. Ling’s grandfather thought that she could. 

 Masculine Feminine 

1 Son Daughter 

2 Uncle Aunt 

3 Landlord Landlady 

4 Brother Sister 

5 Grandfather Grandmother 

6 Bridegroom Bride 

7 Prince Princess 

8 Gander Goose 

9 Lion Lioness 

10 Rooster Hen 

11 Stallion Mare 

12 Tiger Tigress 

FEMININE 

GENDER 

MASCULINE 

MASCULINE 

GENDER 

E.g.  BOY, KING 

 

FEMININE 

GENDER 

E.g. GIRL, QUEEN 
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Q4. Why do you think that the bride gave the bridesmaid a present? 

Ans. Bride gave bridesmaid the present because it’s her wedding day and she is happy. 

 

Q5. Find three things that the girl liked about the wedding. 

Ans. The three things that the girl liked about the wedding are: 

Dresses, shoes and flower petals.  

 

 Pronoun: 

Pronoun is a word that is used in place of a noun e.g., I , he she, we, it, etc.  

  

 EXERCISE: 

  

 Fill in the blanks with the suitable pronouns given below:     (I, he she, we ,it) 

i. My name is Ali.  ___I__ am from India. 

ii. This is my father. He is a doctor. 

iii. This is Miss Anna. ____She____ is a teacher. 

iv. Simon and I are friends. __We___ live in the same neighbourhood. 

v. This is our pet dog.  It___ is four years old. 

 

Worksheet No.: 2 

Topic: Pronouns 

 

 Circle the pronouns in the given sentences. 

1. She is eating an apple.  

2. I love reading story books.  

3. This is an elephant. It lives in a forest. 

4. He goes to market daily.  

5. I enjoy playing with my puppy. 

6. The book is on the desk. It has blue cover.  

7. Sara and I are good friends. We go to same school. 

8. Rahul is a naughty boy. He does not listen to anyone. 

9. My father bought a new car. It is white in colour. 

10. My name is Sana. I am 9 years old. 
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SUBJECT: SCIENCE 
TOPIC:  STAYING   ALIVE 

4.1: Human organs 

Match the following: 

1. Lungs                                  get nutrients from your food.   4 

2. Brain                                   helps you think.    2 

3. Heart                                  pushes blood around the body.  3 

4. Stomach and intestines                take the air so that we can breathe. 1  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

1. Body parts are called organs.  

2. Heart pushes blood around your body.  

3. There is one pair of lungs in our chest.  

4. When we eat, our food goes to our stomach.  

5. Nutrients help to keep us healthy.  

6. Brain   never stops working.  

 

Question/answer 

Q1. What is our heart made of?  

Ans. The heart is made of muscles which is strong and can squeeze blood into the tube called 

blood vessels.  

 

Q2. Why do children take more breaths than adults?  

Ans. Children take more breaths than an adult because their lungs are smaller.  

 

Q3. Draw a labelled diagram of brain.  

Refer to Page No. 98 

 

Q4. Who brings messages to the brain?  

Ans. The brain gets messages from sense organs eyes, nose, ears, tongue and skin.  

 

4.2: Animal groups and different life cycles.  

Define: 

 Warm blooded animals:  Are those animals which can maintain a body 

temperature higher than their environment.  

 Cold blooded animals: Are those animals who change their temperature 

according to their environment.  

Classification of animals on the basis of body temperature 

Mammals                   Reptiles                  Birds     Amphibians 

(warm blooded)        (cold blooded)     (warm blooded)   (Cold blooded)  

 

Life cycle of human includes five stages:  

1. Baby 

2. Toddler 

3. Child 

4. Teenager 

5. Adult 
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Write Yes or No against the given statements: 

1. Animals always start life as an egg or a baby. Yes 

2. Changes happen from the start of the animal’s life until the end of its life. Yes 

3. There are three stages of life cycle of frog. No 

4. Frogs lay eggs which hatch into tadpoles. Yes 

5. Young tadpoles have a body and a tail. No 

 

4.3: Food Chains 

Write short notes on: 

Consumers: Are those organisms that have to eat other living things to get their energy.  

Producers: Are organisms that make their own food by using sunlight.  

Food chain: A food chain is the transfer of food energy from a plant to an animal and then to 

other animals.  

Simple food chain: 

Grass   deer  lion 

Corn   mouse  cat 

 

Activity: Draw a food chain beginning with a producer and include a goat and a human.  

Grass   goat  human 
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 
 Write the missing numbers: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Addition: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The number which we add is called addends. 

 The answer of addition is called sum. 

 If we add zero to any number the sum is the number itself. 

 If we change the order of numbers while adding the sum does not change. 

 If we add number 1 to any number the answer is its Successor. 
 

890 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 898 899 900 901 

902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 910 911 912 913 

914 915 916 917 918 919 920 921 922 923 924 925 

926 927 928 929 930 931 932 933 934 935 936 937 

938 939 940          

Successor: The number that is 

one more than given number is 

called successor. 

Predecessor: The number that is 

one less than the number is 

called predecessor. 
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Mental Math: 

Write the predecessor of the following: 

426-1= 

 

342-1= 

 

400-1= 

 

200-1= 
 

Write the successor of the following: 

399+1= 499+1= 
 

649+1= 583+1= 
 

Subtraction: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A number from which another number is to be subtracted is called Minuend. 

 The number which is subtracted from the (minuend) large number is called 

Subtrahend. 

 The answer we get after subtracting is called the difference. 

 If a number is subtracted from number itself the answer is always zero. 

 If 1 is subtracted from a number the answer is its predecessor. 
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on book page no :28 
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